
science
[ʹsaıəns] n

1. наука
exact science - точная наука
pure science - чистая наука
social sciences - общественные науки
applied [fundamental] science - прикладная [фундаментальная] наука
engineering sciences - технические науки
the science of language - наука о языке
the classification of sciences - классификация наук
man of science - учёный; человек науки
the methods of science - научные методы
the progress of science - успехи в области науки
to reduce smth. to a science - превратитьчто-л. в науку
to apply science to farming - внедрить научные методы в сельское хозяйство

2. собир. естественныенауки (тж. natural sciences, physical sciences)
physics , chemistry and other sciences - физика, химия и другие естественныенауки
materials science - материаловедение
science master, science teacher - учитель физики, химии, биологии и т. п.

3. (Science) = Christian Science
4. спорт.
1) тренированность
2) высокий класс, мастерство
3) техничность

a boxer who lacks science - боксёр без достаточной технической подготовки
5. арх. знание; познание

♢ the science of self-defence - бокс; самбо

the noble science (of defence) - шутл. а) бокс; б) фехтование

Apresyan (En-Ru)

science
sci·ence [science sciences] BrE [ˈsaɪəns] NAmE [ˈsaɪəns] noun
1. uncountable knowledge about the structure and behaviourof the natural and physical world, based on facts that you can prove, for
example by experiments

• new developments in science and technology
• the advance of modern science
• the laws of science

2. uncountable the study of science
• science students/teachers/courses

3. uncountable, countable a particular branch of science
• to study one of the sciences

compare ↑art (6), humanities

4. singular a system for organizing the knowledge about a particular subject, especially one concerned with aspects of human
behaviouror society

• a science of international politics

see also ↑domestic science, ↑earth science, ↑life sciences, ↑natural science, ↑political science, ↑rocket science, ↑social

science, see blind sb with science at ↑blind v .

 
Word Origin:
Middle English (denoting knowledge): from Old French, from Latin scientia, from scire ‘know’ .
 
Example Bank:

• His essay is not based on good science.
• His experiments haveachieved notoriety in the world of science.
• I was trying to remember what I had learnt about gravity in school science.
• Meteorology is the science of the weather.
• Politics is as much an art form as an exact science.
• President Bill Clinton's science adviser
• Research is critical to advancingmedical science.
• The life sciences include biology and botany.
• The magazine contains a lot of popular science.
• The society provides advice on science policy.
• This rule is based on bad science.
• a writer of popular science books
• our ability to understand the science of environmentaldegradation
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science
sci ence S1 W1 /ˈsaɪəns/ BrE AmE noun

[Word Family: noun: ↑science, ↑scientist ; adverb: ↑scientifically ; adjective: ↑scientific ≠↑unscientific]

[Date: 1300-1400; Language: Old French; Origin: Latin scientia 'knowledge', from scire 'to know']

Longman DOCE 5th Ed. (En-En)



1. [uncountable] knowledge about the world, especially based on examining, testing, and provingfacts:
Many leading scientists do not consider that science can give absolutely reliable knowledge.
the founder of modern science, Isaac Newton
developments in science and technology

2. [uncountable] the study of science:
What did you do in science class today?

3. [countable] a particular part of science, for example↑biology, ↑chemistry , or↑physics :

the physical sciences
4. something is not an exact science used to say that something involvesa lot of guessing and there is not just one right way to
do it:

Advertising is not an exact science – you’re always taking a risk.

⇨↑domestic science, ↑information science, ↑natural science, ↑physical science, ↑social science, ⇨ blind somebody with

science at ↑blind2(4), ⇨ something is not rocket science at ↑rocket science
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